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QUESTION 1

How does Cisco AMP for Endpoints provide next-generation protection? 

A. It encrypts data on user endpoints to protect against ransomware. 

B. It leverages an endpoint protection platform and endpoint detection and response. 

C. It utilizes Cisco pxGrid, which allows Cisco AMP to pull threat feeds from threat intelligence centers. 

D. It integrates with Cisco FTD devices. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A mall provides security services to customers with a shared appliance. The mall wants separation of management on
the shared appliance. Which ASA deployment mode meets these needs? 

A. routed mode 

B. transparent mode 

C. multiple context mode 

D. multiple zone mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two cryptographic algorithms are used with IPsec? (Choose two) 

A. AES-BAC 

B. AES-ABC 

C. HMAC-SHA1/SHA2 

D. Triple AMC-CBC 

E. AES-CBC 

Correct Answer: CE 

Cryptographic algorithms defined for use with IPsec include:+ HMAC-SHA1/SHA2 for integrity protection and
authenticity.+ TripleDES- CBC for confidentiality+ AES-CBC and AES-CTR for confidentiality.+ AES-GCM and
ChaCha20-Poly1305 providing confidentiality and authentication together efficiently. 
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QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator is adding a new Cisco FTD device to their network and wants to manage it with Cisco FMC. The Cisco
FTD is not behind a NAT device. Which command is needed to enable this on the Cisco FTD? 

A. configure manager add DONTRESOLVE kregistration key> 

B. configure manager add 16 

C. configure manager add DONTRESOLVE FTD123 

D. configure manager add  

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://cyruslab.net/2019/09/03/ciscocisco-firepower-lab-setup/ 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization wants to secure users, data, and applications in the cloud. The solution must be API-based and operate
as a cloud-native CASB. Which solution must be used for this implementation? 

A. Cisco Cloudlock 

B. Cisco Cloud Email Security 

C. Cisco Firepower Next-Generation Firewall 

D. Cisco Umbrella 
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Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/security/cloud-web- security/at-a-glance-
c45-738565.pdf 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

Drag and drop the descriptions from the left onto the encryption algorithms on the right. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Symmetric encryption uses a single key that needs to be shared among the people who need to receive the message
while asymmetric encryption uses a pair of public key and a private key to encrypt and decrypt messages when
communicating.Asymmetric encryption takes relatively more time than the symmetric encryption.Diffie Hellman
algorithm is an asymmetric algorithm used to establish a shared secret for a symmetric keyalgorithm. Nowadays most of
the people uses hybrid crypto system i.e, combination of symmetric andasymmetric encryption. Asymmetric Encryption
is used as a technique in key exchange mechanism to share secret key and after the key is shared between sender and
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receiver, the communication will take place using symmetric encryption. The shared secret key will be used to encrypt
the communication.Triple DES (3DES), a symmetric-key algorithm for the encryption of electronic data, is the successor
of DES (Data Encryption Standard) and provides more secure encryption then DES.Note: Although "requires secret
keys" option in this question is a bit unclear but it can only be assigned toSymmetric algorithm. 

 

QUESTION 7

What does Cisco ISE use to collect endpoint attributes that are used in profiling? 

A. probes 

B. posture assessment 

C. Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client 

D. Cisco pxGrid 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 

https://content.cisco.com/chapter.sjs?uri=/searchable/chapter/content/en/us/td/docs/security/ise/2-6/
admin_guide/b_ise_admin_guide_26/ b_ise_admin_guide_26_chapter_010100.html.xml#:~:text=Network
%20probe%20is%20a% 

20method,in%20the%20Cisco%20ISE%20database 

 

QUESTION 8

In an IaaS cloud services model, which security function is the provider responsible for managing? 

A. Internet proxy 

B. firewalling virtual machines 

C. CASB 

D. hypervisor OS hardening 

Correct Answer: B 

In this IaaS model, cloud providers offer resources to users/machines that include computers as virtualmachines, raw
(block) storage, firewalls , load balancers, and network devices.Note: Cloud access security broker (CASB) provides
visibility and compliance checks, protects data against misuse and exfiltration, and provides threat protections against
malware such as ransomware. 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement about the configuration of Cisco ASA NetFlow v9 Secure Event Logging is true? 

A. To view bandwidth usage for NetFlow records, the QoS feature must be enabled. 
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B. A sysopt command can be used to enable NSEL on a specific interface. 

C. NSEL can be used without a collector configured. 

D. A flow-export event type must be defined under a policy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What are two ways a network administrator transparently identifies users using Active Directory on the Cisco WSA?
(Choose two.) 

A. Create an LDAP authentication realm and disable transparent user identification. 

B. Create NTLM or Kerberos authentication realm and enable transparent user identification. 

C. Deploy a separate Active Directory agent such as Cisco Context Directory Agent. 

D. The eDirectory client must be installed on each client workstation. 

E. Deploy a separate eDirectory server; the dent IP address is recorded in this server. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Transparently identify users with authentication realms ?This option is available when one or more authentication
realms are configured to support transparent identification using one of the following authentication servers: 

Active Directory ?Create an NTLM or Kerberos authentication realm and enable transparent user identification. In
addition, you must deploy a separate Active Directory agent such as Cisco\\'s Context Directory Agent. For more
information, 

see Transparent User Identification with Active Directory. 

LDAP ?Create an LDAP authentication realm configured as an eDirectory, and enable transparent user identification.
For more information, see Transparent User Identification with LDAP. 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/wsa/wsa11-0/user_guide/b_WSA_UserGuide/b_WSA_UserGuide_chapt
er_01001.html#con_1442362 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two capabilities of Integration APIs are utilized with Cisco DNA center? (Choose two) 

A. Automatically deploy new virtual routers 

B. Upgrade software on switches and routers 

C. Application monitors for power utilization of devices and IoT sensors 

D. Connect to Information Technology Service Management Platforms 

E. Create new SSIDs on a wireless LAN controller 
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Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://blogs.cisco.com/networking/with-apis-cisco-dna-center-can-improve- your-competitiveadvantage 

 

QUESTION 12

What is a function of the Layer 4 Traffic Monitor on a Cisco WSA? 

A. blocks traffic from URL categories that are known to contain malicious content 

B. decrypts SSL traffic to monitor for malicious content 

C. monitors suspicious traffic across all the TCP/UDP ports 

D. prevents data exfiltration by searching all the network traffic for specified sensitive information 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A network administrator needs to find out what assets currently exist on the network. Third- party systems need to be
able to feed host data into Cisco Firepower. What must be configured to accomplish this? 

A. a Network Discovery policy to receive data from the host 

B. a Threat Intelligence policy to download the data from the host 

C. a File Analysis policy to send file data into Cisco Firepower 

D. a Network Analysis policy to receive NetFlow data from the host 

Correct Answer: A 

You can configure discovery rules to tailor the discovery of host and application data to your needs.The Firepower
System can use data from NetFlow exporters to generate connection and discovery events, and to add host and
application data to the network map.A network analysis policy governs how traffic is decoded and preprocessed so it
can be further evaluated, especially for anomalous traffic that might signal an intrusion attempt -> Answer D is not
correct. 

 

QUESTION 14

A network engineer has been tasked with adding a new medical device to the network. Cisco ISE is being used as the
NAC server, and the new device does not have a supplicant available. What must be done in order to securely connect
this device to the network? 

A. Use MAB with profiling 

B. Use MAB with posture assessment. 

C. Use 802.1X with posture assessment. 
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D. Use 802.1X with profiling. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Reference: https://community.cisco.com/t5/security-documents/ise-profiling-design- guide/ta-p/3739456 

 

QUESTION 15

What are two features of NetFlow flow monitoring? (Choose two) 

A. Can track ingress and egress information 

B. Include the flow record and the flow importer 

C. Copies all ingress flow information to an interface 

D. Does not required packet sampling on interfaces 

E. Can be used to track multicast, MPLS, or bridged traffic 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/netflow/configuration/15- mt/nf-15-mt-book/cfgmpls-
netflow.html 
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